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The Vanderbilt Advanced Computing Center for Research and Education (ACCRE) was founded 
through a grassroots effort of Vanderbilt faculty who believed that a shared resource offered them 
opportunities to pursue new avenues of inquiry and to continue existing avenues more fruitfully.  
It remains a user driven collaboratory; faculty provide the center’s vision and oversee its 
operation.  It is currently being used by over 350 users from 30 campus departments and 4 
schools.  Its funding model, developed by ACCRE faculty, requires a yearly investment from the 
University but requires substantial faculty buy-in as well.  The center has the ability to 
accommodate both major research programs with regular computing needs, burst users, and 
infrequent users.  It is sized to the level of researcher demand because faculty fund the purchase 
of its building blocks (such as compute nodes in the compute cluster). 

In this paper we will briefly describe ACCRE resources and services, the faculty leadership 
that we consider a unique and critical success factor, the center’s mission and goals, our funding 
model and how we measure success. 

ACCRE Resources and Services 
ACCRE began as a “proof-of-concept” project in the late 1990’s, when Vanderbilt physicists 
joined forces with researchers in Human Genetics and spearheaded the building of a linux cluster, 
the Vanderbilt MultiProcessor Integrated Research Engine (VAMPIRE).  VAMPIRE facilities 
were intentionally housed centrally, and not in one campus laboratory.  VAMPIRE was offered to 
a few campus research groups from diverse disciplines and with differing compute problems, to 
see if they could equitably and beneficially share. Numerous publications resulted from 
calculations performed with the cluster and cross-fertilization between the disciplines was even 
greater than anticipated.  With the success of VAMPIRE and the support of a large group of 
researchers, the proposal for the entity now known as ACCRE was submitted to the Academic 
Venture Capital Fund (AVCF) of Vanderbilt University. An $8.3 million grant was received to 
transform the cluster into a University-wide resource capable of meeting the needs of any 
researcher on campus. The scope of the operation was expanded from a compute cluster to also 
include data storage and data visualization capabilities. Funding was secured in late 2003.   This 
funding allowed the staff to be expanded so that the compute cluster services could be offered to 
all Vanderbilt researchers. New services were added including a helpdesk system called Request 
Tracker, evening and weekend on-call assistance for problems impacting the entire cluster, daily 
office hours, and training workshops.  

ACCRE’s computing resources are provided by one cluster that encompasses multiple 
architectures.  Hardware is added to upgrade and expand the cluster and older hardware is 
removed as it becomes inefficient to continue to operate. By this spring the ACCRE High 
Performance Computing cluster will have over 3,000 processor cores and a theoretical peak 
performance of 20 TeraFLOPS. It will be comprised primarily of dual processor dual core and 
dual processor, quad core AMD Opteron X86 nodes and dual processor quad core Intel Xeon 
nodes. All hardware resources are housed in the University's secure data center.  Ten support 
personnel, including eight system administrators/programmers, provide the daily operation and 
maintenance of ACCRE.  Support for system services is provided on a 24/7/365 basis, with on-
call pager based support on nights and weekends.  Cluster uptime has been better than 95% 
24/7/365 (including scheduled downtime) over the past three years.  Support, training and 
education are available for all members of the ACCRE community – from novice to expert. 

Leadership 
ACCRE is run by and for researchers.  The ultimate responsibility for ACCRE resides with the 
ACCRE Steering Committee which is comprised of three faculty, one from each of the major 



schools that participate in ACCRE:  Medicine, Arts & Sciences, and Engineering.  The Steering 
committee relies heavily on a Faculty Advisory Board (FAB), which meets monthly throughout 
the academic year and provides guidance and vision.  The FAB ensures that ACCRE continues to 
meet researcher needs.  One very important role of this board has been developing and 
maintaining the funding model for ACCRE (described below).  The FAB is made up of a broad 
spectrum of ACCRE faculty.  Because they also tend to represent major research groups on 
campus, they provide visibility and credibility, both important attributes in working with 
Vanderbilt administration.  

ACCRE Mission and Goals  
Since its inception, the following have been ACCRE’s guiding principles:  
• Present Low Barriers: provide computational services with low barriers to participation, 

working with researchers to adapt computing tools to their avenues of inquiry;  
• Expand the Paradigm:  work with members of the Vanderbilt community to find new and 

innovative ways to use computing in the humanities, arts, and education;  
• Promote Community:  foster an interacting community of researchers and develop a campus 

culture that promotes and supports the use of computing tools;   
• Investigator Driven:  maintain a grassroots, bottom-up facility operated by and for Vanderbilt 

faculty;  
• Application Driven:  emphasize the application of computational resources to important 

questions in the diverse disciplines of Vanderbilt researchers.  

Funding 
The funding model for ACCRE was developed by the FAB.  The first instinct of faculty 
researchers is that their cost to participate in ACCRE should not be greater than the cost for them 
to establish their own computing resources in their lab.  However, the model they developed also 
recognizes that there are substantial benefits from a shared facility, such as the ability to do major 
“burst” computing (using resources beyond what they have provided for short periods of time), 
and the ability to share ideas, research methodology, and even computer code.    

For the cluster, there are three main budget categories: compute nodes, infrastructure 
hardware (such as networking, home and scratch file system) and support (personnel).   Boiled 
down, the model requires researchers to fund all computing nodes; the size of the cluster is 
determined entirely by the researchers and their ability to obtain funding.  This funding can be 
external funding in their base research grants, start-up funds from the university, or funding from 
“center grants” in which groups of faculty apply for infrastructure funding from external 
agencies.   Infrastructure hardware such as the cluster wide parallel file system, networking, and 
annual costs such as hardware and software maintenance costs, are shared by the University and 
researchers.  Personnel costs are also split:  the University pays for management, support and 
education staff, and the University and researches share the cost of technical staff equally.   The 
original justification for the university/faculty split was two-fold: (1) infrastructure and personnel 
costs should not significantly exceed that of a researcher supporting his own cluster and (2) some 
costs such as education cannot be funded from external grants.  In practice, justification (1) is a 
difficult one to quantify, and it primarily serves as the basis for a negotiation between faculty and 
administration.  

Educating the Next Generation of Researchers 
ACCRE is impacting the education of the next generation of scientists in multiple ways.  The 
most obvious way is by providing a computational resource for use by undergraduate and 
graduate students working in campus research groups.   However, ACCRE contributes in other 
ways as well.  A course in High Performance Computing is taught once a year at Vanderbilt.  The 
course is team-taught by ACCRE PhD staff and Engineering faculty.  Twice per month, ACCRE 
staff teach training workshops open to all Vanderbilt researchers including faculty, post docs, 



graduate students, undergraduate students and staff. In 2009, Vanderbilt received funding from an 
NSF CPATH grant to develop a Computational Science Minor for undergraduates in a broad 
range of fields.   ACCRE staff played a major role in developing this proposal and its staff and 
resources will contribute significantly to the activities associated with this award. 

ACCRE has an Outreach and Education liaison, a staff position funded about two thirds by 
University funding and one third by grants. His job includes team teaching the HPC class, 
supervising the training workshops (and teaching some of them), working one on one with 
ACCRE users that need assistance, and working on various pieces of the new NSF CPATH grant.  

The University’s willingness to provide start up funds to new first time faculty to cover the 
researcher’s cost of participating in ACCRE also has a major impact.  This start-up funding 
allows new faculty to kick start their computational research programs in the early years before 
they are fully established with grant funding and the existence of the cluster allows new faculty to 
be computationally active from day 1 at Vanderbilt. 

Assessment Metrics:  Measuring Success  
ACCRE uses the following set of metrics to assess the progress and relative success of ACCRE: 
1. Number and diversity of new faculty and student users. 
2. Publications related to research conducted on ACCRE.   
3. External funding for center researchers and specifically for the center. 
4. New faculty ACCRE has helped recruit.  
5. External reviews. 
In our last report to the university administration we discussed each of these metrics in some 
detail.  One of the real successes of ACCRE has been metric 4 (faculty recruitment).  We 
frequently meet with faculty candidates when they interview on campus and a number of high 
profile recent hires have stated that the availability of ACCRE was a major attraction.   

Researcher Funding 
ACCRE has received five major center grants totaling over $3 million providing funding for 
hardware or personnel.  Most recently, this year Vanderbilt received a $0.5 million NIH hardware 
grant for a major upgrade/addition to the computing cluster.  Vanderbilt received the highest 
score of all University proposals because of its facilities, staff, funding model and proven track 
record.   

Long Term Sustainability 
With combined University and Researcher funding of $1.5 to 2.0 million per year, ACCRE can 
currently meet the computational needs of its diverse group of faculty.  We anticipate that 
researcher provided funding will continue to grow, and believe that such growth can be supported 
without increases in the university contribution at least for the near-term future. 

Summary 
At the end of this academic year, ACCRE will transition from a start-up project funded by AVCF 
funds to a “permanent” center funded by external grants and ongoing university support.  The 
university has verbally committed to support the center at a level consistent with the faculty 
funding model described above.  Conversations with university administration indicate that is due 
in part to the facts that (1) ACCRE has been very successful at attracting a diverse and prominent 
set of researchers from across the campus, (2) ACCRE has proven to be a significant recruiting 
tool for new faculty and (3) external funding for ACCRE has been strong.  Vanderbilt faculty 
have voted with their feet and provided widespread and strong support.  We believe this is in no 
small part due to the fact that ACCRE is faculty “owned” and operated.  Faculty invest and take 
ownership because they believe it is in their best interests to do so. 


